Endoscopy Research: Study Summaries
Persistent contamination of colonoscopes and gastroscopes detected by biologic cultures and rapid indicators despite
reprocessing performed in accordance with guidelines. Ofstead, et al. American Journal of Infection Control 43 (2015)
794-801
The authors studied contamination levels after various steps in recommended cleaning and disinfection procedures,
assessing contamination with various test methods including rapid indicators, viable microbes, and visual inspection. The
study concluded current cleaning and disinfection recommendations are insufficient and rapid indicators are useful for
immediate feedback to operators on cleaning thoroughness.
Effectiveness of Cleaning Flexible Gastrointestinal Endoscopes. LúCia H. Tomiato*, Claudio S. Coy. Gastrocenter,
Unicamp, Campinas, Brazil. Volume 79, No. 5S : 2014 Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Journal AB245
Poster abstract from an endoscopy center in Brazil. Validated the ATP benchmark for testing on cleaned scopes
(colonsocopes, duodenoscopes) following recommended cleaning guidance. The cleaning guidance left gastroscopes
with a very high ATP score, thus further research is recommended.
Comparison of clinically relevant benchmarks and channel sampling methods used to assess manual cleaning
compliance for flexible gastrointestinal endoscopes. Alfa, et al. American Journal of Infection Control 42 (2014) e1-e5
Using water ATP tests, this study validated an ATP benchmark for both pump-assisted and manually cleaned scopes.
Report on Emerging Technology: Technologies for monitoring the quality of endoscope reprocessing. Communication
from the ASGE Technology Committee. Volume 80, No. 3 : 2014 Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Journal.
This report offers an overview of current technologies used for monitoring reprocessed scope quality. Among the
technologies is ATP testing. The report suggests further research is necessary to conclude guidance, yet the tool is
immediately useful due to real-time results.
Evaluating Contamination on Gastrointestinal Endoscopes in Clinical Use Before and After Manual Cleaning , Visrodia,
et al. Department of Internal Medicine, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN; Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN; Ofstead & Associates, Inc., Saint Paul, MN; Division of Infectious Diseases, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN Volume 79, No. 5S : 2014 Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Journal AB119
Research abstract: current US guidance suggest visual inspection for cleaning verification of scopes before disinfection
and sterilization. This study looked at ATP levels on scopes after bedside cleaning and manual cleaning and validated
that visual inspection is not a good indicator because ATP was present in visually clean samples.
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The adenosine triphosphate test is a rapid and reliable audit tool to assess manual cleaning adequacy of flexible
endoscope channels. Alfa, et al. American Journal of Infection Control 41 (2013) 249-53
This study validates an ATP benchmark for post-cleaning, pre-HLD testing of endoscopes using colonoscopes and
duodenoscopes. The channels that failed this benchmark were elevator guide-wire channels, suggesting these channels
are harder-to-clean.
Monitoring and improving the effectiveness of cleaning medical and surgical devices. Alfa, Michelle. American Journal
of Infection Control 41 (2013) S56-S59
This literature review covers available cleaning verification systems for endoscope reprocessing.
Validation of adenosine triphosphate to audit manual cleaning of flexible endoscope channels. Alfa, et al. American
Journal of Infection Control 41 (2013) 245-8
This study validated an ATP benchmark for flushed water sample from flexible endoscopes.
Comparison of adenosine triphosphate, microbiological load, and residual protein as indicators for assessing the
cleanliness of flexible gastrointestinal endoscopes Fushimi, et al. AJIC 41 (2013) 161-4
Using water and surface ATP tests, this study demonstrated ATP testing is a helpful tool for monitoring cleaning
performance in endoscope reprocessing. Study suggests customizing limits as per unique facility.
Oral Abstract: A Multi-site Field Study Evaluating the Effectiveness of Manual Cleaning of Flexible Endoscopes with an
ATP Detection System. 3M Infection Prevention. APIC 40th Annual Conference, Ft Lauderdale, FL June 8-10, 2013.
Oral Abstract: Validated ATP benchmark for cleaning verification of a variety of scopes. This study found duodenoscopes
and gastroscopes particularly difficult to clean.
Guideline for Disinfection and Sterilization in Healthcare Facilities, 2008,. Rutala, et al. Infection Control Practices
Advisory Committee (HICPAC) Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
These CDC guidelines mention ATP is a method of cleaning validation in addition to cultures, though no guidance is
available for thresholds and proper use at time of publication.
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Real-time monitoring in managing the decontamination of flexible gastrointestinal endoscopes. Obee, et all. AJIC 2005
Vol. 33 No. 4
Early study validates the use of ATP after cleaning, giving praise for fast results in comparison to culture methods.
ATP measurement as method to monitor the quality of reprocessing flexible endoscopes. Hansen, et al. German
Medical Science 2004, Vol. 2, ISSN 1612-3174
Published study compared ATP to microbiology cultures. While no direct correlation was found, the authors still
recommended ATP as a cleaning verification step because it is instant, and even though there is no correlation, scopes
should be clean, regardless of colonial growth.
Assessment of a Novel Approach to Evaluate the Outcome of Endoscope Reprocessing. Sciortino, et al. Infection
Control and Hospital Epidemiology, Vol. 25, No. 4 (April 2004), pp. 284-290 The University of Chicago Press on behalf of
The Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America
Validates ATP testing for cleaning verification of endoscopes.
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